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ABOUT US
WE OFFER HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS TAILORED

THROUGH EXCEPTIONAL WORKMANSHIP

We are dedicated to helping you to achieve your spatial
optimisation and solution. “Sliderwalls” brings you efficiency,
productivity and quality in space management and optimisation.
As a young and organised company we are continuously involved
in research and brings which best fit the specific requirements
and budget. Sliderwalls state-of-the art solutions makes more
effortless, smooth & flexible walls with utmost acoustic accuracy
and full fill other green  building and energy efficiency
parameters. Adopting most technical and manufacturing
parameters. Sliderwall’s Acoustic movable walls we have created
this niche for itself.
 
In today’s time managing spaces has become a toughe task for
the owners, getting more spaces means more time and
expenses, how about creating multiple rooms out of one when
needed with bare efforts, a small investment in Sliderwall’s
Acoustic movable walls gives you more saving of your time and
money.



OUR VISSION
We practice continuous advancement in our system and organization, a simple vision of being
service oriented platform with max transparency and accuracy to both internal and external
platform. We are Committed to bring new standards and  excellence.

Though it’s a long journey and after every analysis goal changes, but at this movement we are
looking to create a vertical which will serve its customer as a one stop solution for all Acoustical
needs, making it world’s most technically advanced organization.

OUR MISSION



BEST SPACE OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

MAXIMIZE YOUR SPACE
WITH SLIDERWALLS 

We are dedicated to optimize
your space, maximizing the
functional capabilities of your
work space. 
 
Operable walls can be used to
divide office spaces, personal
spaces, hospitality areas, class
rooms, meeting rooms, function
rooms, training areas, factories
and even warehouses effectively,
extensively used in hospitality,
commercial and institutions. 
 
We have a track record of
providing quality and on-time
delivery the site on every single
project.



KEY FEATURES



VALUE PROPOSITION

TRUNKEY APPROACH

TECHNICIAL EFFICIENCY

TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS

CERTIFIED SOLUTIONS

REFINED PRODUCTION PROCESS

SLIDERWALLS VALUE
PROPOSITIONS

 
Sliderwalls brings premium category
solutions for space optimization and
management, quality and workmanship
has been our USP since inception, with
unlimited configurations and the fully
tailor made approach we bring you the
best fit solution for specific project
requirement.
 
We have worked with topmost
architects across India and abroad
have successfully completed more than
100 projects across Asia for both
private and government segment. Our
system is specified for international
conventions centers for different state
governments.

VALUE PROPOSATION



PRODUCTSPRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION

The SW Silico is our individual panel
partition system offering an acoustic
insulation up to 53-65 dB. Ideally suited for
low height requirements,  multiple stacking
arrangements available. The panels are
operated manually with the help of multiple
crank system.  panel moves effortlessly
under the aluminium head track, when
closed they form a  sturdy fixed wall.

 TECHNICAL SPECS

Acoustic rating from 53dB-65 dB laboratory
tested.
Applications up to 7000 mm height
Top hung with no floor track 
Easy manually operated Scissor winding system
Available with multiple surface finish
Single or double point suspension for multiple
stacking options
Panels with hinged pass door, single or double
leaf inset pass door panels for access through
Panel widths from 800mm-1200mm
Nominal panel thickness 100 mm
Low maintenance 

SW SILICO



INTRODUCTION

The SW Solido is our individual panel
partition system offering an acoustic
insulation rating of up to 53-65 dB. Ideally
suited for general specification ,  multiple
stacking arrangements available. The
panels are operated manually with the help
of multiple crank system. panels are  move
effortlessly under the aluminium head
track, when closed they form a  sturdy
fixed wall.

 TECHNICAL SPECS

Acoustic rating from 53-65 dB laboratory tested.
Applications up to 12,000 mm height
Top hung with no floor track 
Easy manually operated Scissor winding system
Available with multiple surface finish options
Double point suspension for multiple stacking
options
Panels with hinged pass door, single or double
leaf inset pass door panels for access through
Panel widths from 800mm-1200mm
Nominal panel thickness 100 mm
Low maintenance

SW SOLIDO



INTRODUCTION

The SW Climo is our individual panel
partition system offering an acoustic
insulation rating of up to 53-65 dB. Ideally
suited for high specification, multiple
stacking  arrangements available. The
panels are operated manually with the help
of multiple crank system. panels are  move
effortlessly under the aluminium head
track, when closed they form a  sturdy
fixed wall.

 TECHNICAL SPECS

Acoustic rating from 53-65 dB laboratory tested.
Applications up to 18,000 mm height
Top hung with no floor track 
Easy manually operated Scissor winding system
Available with multiple surface finish options
Double point suspension for multiple stacking
options
Panels with hinged pass door, single or double
leaf inset pass door panels for access through
Panel widths from 800mm-1200mm
Nominal panel thickness 100 mm
Low maintenance

SW CLIMO



INTRODUCTION

The SW Viseo is our individual frame-less
single glazed partition system offering an
acoustic  rating of up to 15-20 dB. Ideally
suited for hotel room, meeting rooms,
offices,showcase & multiple stacking 
arrangements available. The panels are
operated manually with the help of sweep
seals system. panels are  move effortlessly
under the aluminium head track, when
closed they form a  transparent fixed wall.

 TECHNICAL SPECS

Acoustic rating from 15-20 dB laboratory tested.
Applications up to 3,500 mm height
Top hung with no floor track 
Operating mechanism manually sweep seals
Single or double point suspension for multiple
stacking options
Panels with pivot door, single door panels for
access through
Panel widths from 600mm-1200mm
Nominal panel glass thickness 12 mm
Low maintenance

SW VISEO



INTRODUCTION

The SW Glasso is our individual double
glazed panel partition system offering an
acoustic insulation rating of up to 45-55 dB.
Ideally suited for high specification,
multiple stacking  arrangements available.
The panels are operated manually with the
help of multiple crank system. panels are 
 move effortlessly under the aluminium
head track, when closed they form a 
sturdy fixed wall.

 TECHNICAL SPECS

Acoustic rating from 45-55 dB laboratory tested.
Applications up to 5,000 mm height
Top hung with no floor track 
Easy manually operated Scissor winding system
Available with multiple surface finish options
 Single or Double point suspension for multiple
stacking options
Panels with hinged pass door, single or double
leaf inset pass door panels for access through
Panel widths from 800mm-1200mm
Nominal panel thickness 100 mm
Low maintenance

SW GLASSO



SYSTEM (SILICO)



SYSTEM (OTHERS)



SECTION



TYPE OF PANELS



PASSDOOR

PASS DOOR SELF LOCK SYSTEM USING STRONG FORCE SPRING PRESS
DEVICE TO FIX THE PASS DOOR LEAVING NO AIR GAP AT BOTTOM

 



PARKING OPTIONS

MUTIPLE PARKING OPTIONS



BOARDS OPTIONS

 

MDF

PERFORATED BOARD ACOUSTIC GROVE BOARD 

HDF
Note:- Face board options can be customized
according to customers preference



FINISH OPTIONS

FabricLeatherLaminateVeener

Vinyl Graffiti
Note:- Finish options can be customized
according to customers preference



SERVICES &  MAINTAINANCE

 

We have Skilled and Professional team for installation, repair and servicing all
aspects of Movable Walls. Given the right care and maintenance a movable
wall will last for many years and operate at its high performance. As well as
repairs, Sliderwalls can provide best maintenance and servicing contracts on
a regular basis  for clients.



MANUFACTURING

We have premium workmanship, quality control and
most important priority on customer service. With the
skilled team and our developing product  range 

Research & Development is a key element to make sure the
Sliderwalls keep ahead from competitors 
With many years of planning, design and technical knowledge
our team can now offer a manufacturing plant with  product
development,
As a Indian manufacturer we offer quicker lead times,
replacement parts and full on site acoustic testing on request.



CLIENTS

   
 



HEAD OFFICE
C-2 SECTOR 1 NOIDA

M-8178727406
M-9990941114

SALES@SLIDERWALLS.ORG

WWW.SLIDERWALLS.CO.IN
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